Case 222 tractor

The Case Corporation was a manufacturer of construction equipment and agricultural
equipment. Founded, in , by Jerome Increase Case as the J. Case Threshing Machine Company
, it operated under that name for most of a century. For another 66 years it was the J. Case
Company , and was often called simply Case. In the late 19th century, Case was one of
America's largest builders of steam engines , producing self-propelled portable engines,
traction engines and steam tractors. It was a major producer of threshing machines and other
harvesting equipment , The company also produced various machinery for the U. Army , [3] [4]
[5] [6] etc. In the 20th century, Case was among the ten largest builders of farm tractors for
many years. In the s its construction equipment line became its primary focus, with agricultural
business second. Case's corporate entities and brands changed repeatedly in the s and s.
When its corporate parent, Tenneco , bought International Harvester 's agricultural equipment
division and merged it into Case, the J. Case Company continued, but it began using the Case
IH brand. In the s it changed names several more times each name including "Case" before its
merger into CNH Global ended its history as a distinct entity. Founded by Jerome I. Case in as
the J. Case Threshing Machine Company, the company operated under that name for most of a
century, until In some of its advertisements the name was styled J. Case T. Another business
founded by Jerome I. Case, the J. Case Plow Works, was an independent business. Case
Threshing Machine Company, which reincorporated as the J. Case Company. That company,
which became majority-owned by Tenneco in and a wholly owned subsidiary in , was often
called by the simple brand name Case. In , Tenneco bought International Harvester's
agricultural equipment division and merged it into Case, and the farm equipment brands were
combined as Case IH , although the corporation legally remained the J. It continued as such
until , when Tenneco divested it as the Case Equipment Corporation. The name Case lives on in
two CNH brands: Case CE from "Construction Equipment" , which is the world's third largest
brand of construction equipment, and Case IH , which is the world's second largest brand of
agricultural equipment. As a young child, Case read about a machine that could cut wheat
without people needing to use their hands. He developed an interest in agriculture at that point.
Case took small, hand-powered threshing machines to Wisconsin in , where he improved the
design and established a company to manufacture them. In , Case moved the business to
Racine, Wisconsin , in order to have better access to water power, and opened the Racine
Threshing Machine Works. Case was also involved in politics and horseracing. Over time, the
company grew. Case constructed his first portable steam engine in , an engine used to power
wheat threshers. This engine is in the Smithsonian Museum in Washington, D. Case won first
place at the Paris Exposition in France for his thresher. This was the first thresher sent abroad
by the Case company and was the first of thousands which would later be exported
internationally. It is at this time that Case created his first self-propelled traction engine , with a
drive mechanism on one of his portable engines. Despite Case's offer to help McCormick with
the manufacturing of their machines, McCormick Company refused the offer and a new facility,
called the McCormick Works was built, in southwest Chicago. The McCormick company
introduced the first of many twine binder machines in , leading to the so-called "Harvester
Wars" that gained the attention of the farm industry during the s. In , Case made a visit to a farm
named after him in Minnesota upon receiving news that one of his thresher machines was not
working. Infuriated by the fact that he could not fix the machine himself, he set it ablaze the next
day, and sent the owner a brand new thresher machine upon return to Wisconsin. In , the
company's founder died. By this time the Case company produced portable steam engines to
power the threshing machines, and later went into the steam traction engine business. By the
start of the 20th century, Case was the most prolific North American builder of engines. These
engines ranged in size from the diminutive 9 HP, to the standard 15, 25, 30, 40, 50, 65 HP and up
to the plowing 75 and 80 HP sizes. Case also made the large HP breaking engines with its
notable two-story cab. Nine massive HP hauling engines were made, in addition to steam
rollers. Case engines were noted for their use of Woolf valve gear, feedwater heaters , and the
iconic "eagle" smokebox covers. Case had built a total of 36, steamers by the time it switched to
gas tractors in By , five major American agricultural manufacturing companies decided that a
consolidation was needed, and so the McCormick Harvesting Machine Company, the Deering
Harvester Company , the Plano Manufacturing Company and two others merged their
companies, rebranding the new company conglomerate as International Harvester Company ,
which became one of the giants of industry. By , the Case Company had begun to produce
gasoline engines. By , the Case Company entered the Russian market. In , Case introduced the
first all-steel thresher machine. Case sold their first gasoline tractor that year, and established a
continuous presence in Europe when the company won the first place in a plowing contest held
in the so-called "old continent". Case at this time developed a wide line of products: threshers,
binders, graders, water tanks, plows, buggies, and even automobiles. The advent of oil engines

by the start of the 20th century, suggested a change on the horizon. From Froelich 's first
tractors to Hart-Parr products, oil tractors seemed the way ahead. Case hired Joe Jagersberger ,
and he tested a motor by racing in the Indianapolis Case began production of the oil engine in
Case also produced kerosene tractors in the teen years, similar to the Rumely oil pulls. These
increases were directly connected to the war; as many farm laborers became soldiers, each
remaining farmer needed to become more productive, and machinery was the way to make this
happen. Henry Ford also entered the tractor business with his Fordson Tractor produced at the
massive Rouge River plant. An economic downturn during the early s dampened tractor sales;
price-cutting to stimulate demand sparked a price war in the tractor industry called the tractor
war. Ford, with a massive advantage in manufacturing capacity and distribution, had the upper
hand, producing an estimated 73 percent of all American tractors, with IHC in a far away second
place at nine percent, and several other companies sharing the rest of the percentages. That
same year also, the ,th thresher machine produced by Case made its way out of the assembly
line, marking an important milestone for the Case company. In the J. Case Company ceased
building its legendary steam engines. Case steam engines, of which over 30, were produced,
were painted in black with green machinery, while the gas tractors were painted grey. In , Case
changed its color scheme to Flambeau Red, with the excavators being a ruddy yellow. By , Case
had expanded to Australia, Mexico, Sweden, and other countries. Also that year, the J. Case
Company produced its first crawler tractor. S and V tractors were introduced in Can someone
please put in the dimensions of the original trucks. Case evolved as World War II arrived by
becoming involved in the manufacturing of shells for the United States and allied forces
military, as well as airplane parts for the Bs , bombs, and doors for the Sherman Tank. Three
new plants were opened across the United States during that year, and, in , the company
produced its first self-propelled combine. That same year, Case released the company's first
cotton picker , which is currently preserved by the Smithsonian society. A protracted day strike
in Wisconsin of the Case factory weakened the company. For the next 31 years, the company
went through more globalization, becoming a well-known company in the agricultural markets
of Australia, Japan, and other places. Many other companies joined Case during this period.
ATC was founded in and was a producer of small crawler tractors. Their production of dozers
marketed as Terradozers and development of an integrated backhoe was of particular interest to
Case. Case dropped the ATC name in only retaining the Terratrac name for the drive trains. This
led to a hybrid tractor being rolled out of the Burlington Plant in This model, the Construction
King, would become synonymous in the United States to the name backhoe loader. The models
built were the [12] and the , [13] made until when RyCSA closed down. This was the first garden
tractor powered by 'Hy-Drive", a form of hydraulic propulsion that allowed for various heavy
duty attachments and eliminated the need for transaxle drive belts. At this time Case was
repositioned as a construction business, with the expansion of the construction arm and
repositioning of the company away from agricultural machinery. American farms began to slide
into collapse due to interest rates and low prices. In , Case acquired most of the French
construction equipment firm, Poclain. In , during purchase of International Harvester assets,
Case sold its garden tractor division to Ingersoll Power Equipment. Ingersoll tractors would
continue to carry the Case brand name until In , Case parent Tenneco bought selected assets of
the International Harvester agriculture division and merged it with J. The first tractor developed
by the new corporation was the Magnum. Introduced in , the Magnum began production and the
94 series line was dropped. When Case IH bought out Steiger in they also continued the Steiger
branding, and still do today. In , Austrian tractor builder Steyr Tractor was purchased. The plant
in Winnipeg was taken over by the Buhler family to start Buhler Tractors. In , Case IH came with
a plan to bring back the "International" feel to their products. They brought back the old
International Harvester logo, and made more technical difference between the two brands. From
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CNH Global. November Wikimedia Commons has media related to Case vehicles. Could use as
is or a little tlc to bring her to top notch. For sale here is my Case I purchased it recently, I spent
a decent amount of money on it, and have spent even more on rebuilding the mower deck with
all new bearings, pulleys and belt as well as a fresh coat of paint top and bottom of the deck. I
also fabricated a new pipe and added a new muffler I have the original muffler in good cosmetic
shape. I finished the electri. Case Runs, smokes a little, deck and snow caster work
fine,Hydraulics work well no leaks. Needs a battery OBO. We just got in a Case garden tractor.
Hydraulic drive, snow plow and mower deck work off hydraulics. Snow plow has a 44 in cut.
Hydraulics all work well, no leaks. The tractor starts right up and runs well. Rear tires are 29 x 9.
Tractor also has high and low range and has a 12 HP Kohler engine. An old still running J I Case
12 hp garden tractor. Starts and runs fine. You pick up bring help and load no shipping. All the
money for this item goes to Catawba County Association of the Blind. No text or emails-will not
answer them. Tractor still look good. Engine was rebuilt last year. Needs a head gasket Has new
carburetor and belts. Parts tractor is a hydraulic tractor. Comes with the deck and snow blade
an extra rear end. Case Garden Tractor for sale. This tractor is a very well built machine in very
good condition. It has a hydro-static transmission with high and low range. The 46" inch deck
mows really good. It has all new deck bearings and a new deck belt. The deck idler pulley was
replaced along with 2 of the drive pulleys. It is powered by a 12hp Kohler engine. The engine is
the heavy duty cast iron block. I remove listings as items are sold and wont respond if you ask
if its still for sale. Vintage Heavy Duty Case with updated Kohler 14hp, front blade, heavy duty 3
blade mowing deck, snow blower- all Case implements. Motor runs excellent and is within new
specs for cylinder, piston, rings and crank journal. Hydrostatic with implement lift and live
hydraulics to the rear. Cast iron transmission and axle with high, neutral and low range
selections. Old school heavy duty tractor that. I have for sale a Case Ingersoll 12 Hp garden
tractor with a 32" snowblower and cab. The cab has work lights plus warning lights with a
heater. The tractor comes with chain for traction with wheel weightsThe motor is a 12 Hp
Kohler. The snowblower has poly carbonate skid shoes with a new scraper bar. The bearings
were replaced last year. City: Rockford, IL. Posted: 5 months ago. City: Hartford, CT. Posted: 7
months ago. City: Racine, WI. Posted: 8 months ago. City: Williamsport, PA. Posted: 9 months
ago. Posted: 10 months ago. City: Hickory, NC. Posted: 11 months ago. Posted: 1 year ago.
City: Morgantown, WV. City: Meadville, PA. City: Philadelphia, PA. City: Denver, CO. Posted: 3
years ago. Jump to content. You currently have javascript disabled. Several functions may not
work. Please re-enable javascript to access full functionality. Posted October 26, - PM. My name
is Rick and I'm an addict. Even though I have too many tractors, today, I bought another. Atleast
this is only the fifth one this year. This is the ad:. Hello rick my name it peter and I am an addict
as well, I have purchased 4 tractors this year. Posted October 27, - AM. I just cancelled my home
phone so that you can't contact my family with your offer. Nice looking Case. Posted October
29, - PM. I bought 4 this year but sold 3. With tractor math that leaves me with 3. They all run but
i'm hustling to get them ready for winter. One of them is a Case with snowcaster. Good luck
with your new project, a nice lookin machine. Community Forum Software by IP. Garden
Tractors and Parts on eBay. Javascript Disabled Detected You currently have javascript
disabled. Case lawn tractor Started by boyscout , Oct 26, PM. Please log in to reply. I bought it
and brought it home this evening. It runs good but the steering wheel and seat are damaged. It
came with the owners manual and the original brochure. I'm going to replace the wheel and
seat, repair the seat mount and brakes, and then mount the snowblower from my with a bad
engine. I guess the red and green is Christmasy. Good Luck, Rick. Gtractor, wvbuzzmaster,
KennyP and 2 others have said thanks. I bought 7 complete tractors this year! Beat you both ,
hah! Rick good luck with the mods. Posted October 26, - PM If I started way out back, and stole
one tractor per day, how long before you would notice? I bought 9 machines this year and
looking for more. Nice Case. Posted October 27, - AM If I started way out back, and stole one
tractor per day, how long before you would notice? CatB said thank you. Posted October 29, PM I bought 4 this year but sold 3. Need an account? Register now! I've forgotten my password.
Remember me This is not recommended for shared computers. Sign in anonymously Don't add
me to the active users list. Network Garden Tractor Talk. One of the original spec numbers was
Original engine is no longer available, a shortblock is the only current available option for this.
While we may have sold many engines listed above to be used for a Case Mower, Lawn and
Garden Tractor Category, we are NOT claiming these are exact replacements unless the product
notes explicitly s
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ay so. Many original equipment engines may no longer be in production because of
obsolescence or EPA regulations, so in some cases there may not be an exact replacement
available. Our intention here is to show that other customers have utilized these in the
equipment shown, but may have had to make some modifications to do so. If we know of any
required changes, we will list those, however, some adapting during installation should be
expected. Javascript is disabled on your browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript
or upgrade to a JavaScript-capable browser. Original Model: Kohler 12hp K One of the original
spec numbers was Original engine is no longer available, a shortblock is the only current
available option for this. Parts List. Email us directly:. General Disclaimer While we may have
sold many engines listed above to be used for a Case Mower, Lawn and Garden Tractor
Category, we are NOT claiming these are exact replacements unless the product notes explicitly
say so.

